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Computer simulation of copolymer phase behavior
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Discontinuous molecular dynamics simulation is used to study the phase behavior of diblock
copolymers modeled as chains of tangent hard spheres with square shoulder repulsions between
unlike species as a function of chain length, volume fraction and interaction strength (x). The
location of the order–disorder transition for a symmetric copolymer is close to the predictions of
Fredrickson and Helfand. Our simulation results for packing fractions of 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45 and
chain lengths 10 and 20 are summarized in phase diagrams which display disordered, lamellae,
perforated lamellae~PL!, cylindrical, and BCC spherical~S! phases in thexN versusf plane. These
phase diagrams are consistent with phase diagrams from other simulation studies. Contrary to
theoretical predictions we observe the PL phase near regions of predicted gyroid stability, and the
S phase only in the systems with high packing fraction and long chain length. These discrepancies
may be due to the short chain lengths considered, as they are less evident in the 20-bead chains than
the 10-bead chains. We examine the structural spacing of the microphases and the variation of that
spacing withxN. We also examine the internal energy and entropy and their variation withxN. Our
results are consistent with self-consistent field theory results for the strong segregation limit.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1519839#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in block copolymers has grown considerably
recent years because their unique microphase behavior i
pected to play a prominent role in future technologies s
as high-density magnetic storage materials, molecular se
conductors, optical coatings and catalysts. Unlike blends
homopolymers whose phase separation occurs on a ma
scopic level with separate domains formed for each polym
block copolymers’ phase separation is microscopic beca
the two components are chemically linked. The resulting
crophases exhibit classical morphologies, such as lame
cylinders, and spheres, and complex morphologies, suc
perforated lamellae and gyroid. Because of the molecu
level separation between components, materials can be
veloped which order on a much smaller scale than that fo
in traditional materials.

The phase behavior of block copolymers has recei
considerable theoretical attention from the polymer comm
nity, with studies examining the behavior both above a
below the order–disorder transition~ODT!, the point at
which an ordered structure forms from a disordered sta1

Theories have been developed to predict the ODT and
order–order transitions~OOT!, the spacing between struc
tural units such as lamellar sheets or cylinders,2–10 and the
thickness of the interface between domains9,10 as a function
of the copolymer length (N), the volume fraction of each
component (f ) along the chain, and the strength of intera
tion (x). The major contributions to the free energy in the
theories are the interfacial energy and the entropy of ch
stretching. Liebler used mean-field theory to predict
phase diagram for a block copolymer system.2 Fredrickson

a!Electronic mail: hall@eos.ncsu.edu
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and Helfand and later Barrat and Fredrickson reformula
Liebler’s mean-field theory to include fluctuations, which e
fectively raised the value of (xN)ODT and brought predic-
tions of periodic spacing into agreement with experiment
the weak segregation regime~WSR!, wherexN is small.3,4

Semenov developed an alternative mean-field theory wh
is valid in the strong segregation regime~SSR!, wherexN is
large, and used it to predict phase boundaries and peri
spacing between structural units.9 Banaszak and Whitmore
used self-consistent field theory~SCFT!, which allows the
predicition of properties in the SSR and the intermedi
segregation regime~ISR!, which is between the WSR an
SSR, to construct a phase diagram for block copolymer
solvents.11 They also examined the periodic spacing as
function of interaction strength,f, N, and copolymer volume
fraction,fc . Matsen and Schick formulated a new version
SCFT without the unit cell approximation, and were able
predict the stability of the experimentally observed gyro
phase.12 Later, Matsen and Bates used this new formulat
to examine thermodynamic properties such as the inte
energy and entropy, and structural properties such as the
terfacial width, interfacial area, periodic spacing and me
curvature.7

Block copolymer phase separation has also been stu
via computer simulation which is able, in principle, to pr
vide more microscopic-level information than experime
The most popular method for simulating block copolyme
has been lattice Monte Carlo, chosen because of its sp
relative to other methods and its ability to accommodate v
large structures. A disadvantage of lattice Monte Carlo is t
the lattice cannot stretch to accommodate a particular st
ture. Larson used lattice Monte Carlo to study symme
block copolymers of lengths ranging from 6 to 192 in sele
tive solvents. He examined the location of the order–disor
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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transition, concentration profiles, and periodic spacing
lamellar structures at the ODT.13 Besold and co-workers
studied a system of diblock copolymers of length 30 us
lattice Monte Carlo.14 They found lamellar and cylindrica
structures, and examined the ODT for symmetric copo
mers. Hoffman and co-workers studied symmetric and as
metric chains of length 24, and found disordered, lamel
and cylindrical structures.15,16 They monitored static proper
ties, such as the structure factor and the radius of gyrat
and also dynamic properties such as diffusion and relaxat

Off-lattice molecular dynamics simulations have al
been performed; these have the advantage that they ca
commodate most structures and the disadvantage that
are relatively slow. Murat and co-workers used molecu
dynamics to study symmetric block copolymers modeled
chains of truncated Lennard-Jones spheres.17 They monitored
the periodic spacing, the radius of gyration, the end-to-
distance, and the diffusion constant, and examined the e
of varying the chain length and strength of interaction. Gr
and Madden used dissipative particle dynamics to study
phases formed at different volume fractions, and found d
ordered, lamellar, perforated lamellar, cylindrical, and b
spherical phases.18

In this paper, we describe the results of discontinuo
molecular dynamics~DMD! simulations of diblock copoly-
mer systems. Our block copolymer is modeled as a ha
sphere chain with an additional square shoulder repuls
between unlike segments. We have conducted simulation
chains of lengths 10 and 20 at packing fractionsh50.35,
0.40 and 0.45 and volume fractionsf 50.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and
0.5. In order to accommodate the periodic spacing of diff
ent structures, we have used an algorithm that allows the
lengths to be adjusted to accommodate different structure
structural spacings. We have also investigated the stabilit
the resulting structures using Escobedo and de Pab
EVALENCH algorithm to calculate the free energy.19

Based on our simulations, we have constructed ph
diagrams for the systems at different chain lengths and p
ing fractions. We find disordered, lamellar, cylindrical, pe
forated lamellar, and bcc spherical structures. Example
these structures, except bcc spheres, are shown in Fig.
constructing the phase diagram, we have encountered m
stable structures. In these cases, we have identified the
stable structure by calculating the free energy. The resul
phase diagrams are consistent with other simulation stud
but differ qualitatively from mean-field theory predictions

We have examined the periodic spacing between re
units of the structures. We report the variation of the perio
spacing with interaction strength and chain length for
lamellar morphology. The periodic spacing behavior is sim
lar to theoretical predictions for the SSR. Quantitative agr
ment improves with increasing chain length.

Finally, we have calculated the internal energy and
tropy of the lamellar phase. These quantities are qualitativ
consistent with the results of SCFT, with minor differenc
Agreement between our internal energy results and SC
improves with chain length, but the agreement between
entropy results and SCFT does not.

The remainder of this paper is organized into the follo
Downloaded 22 Feb 2008 to 152.1.209.194. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ing sections: Section II describes the copolymer model
the molecular simulation techniques that we have used. S
tion III presents the phase diagrams resulting from our sim
lations. Section IV describes the properties of the symme
copolymer systems, including the periodic spacing, the in
nal energy and entropy. In Sec. V, we summarize our res
and discuss future avenues of research.

II. COPOLYMER MODEL AND SIMULATION
TECHNIQUE

A. Copolymer model

The copolymer is modeled as a flexible chain of spher
with component A spheres on one end and componen
spheres on the other. All beads interact with a hard sph
potential of diameter,s. Additionally, components A and B
repel each other with a square-shoulder potential,eAB ,
which extends to an intermolecular separation 2s. The re-
sulting potentials are

UAA~r !5UBB~r !5H ` if r ,s

0 if r .s,
~1!

UAB~r !5H ` if r ,s

e if s,r ,2s

0 if r .2s.

~2!

We have chosen to have the two components repel e
other rather than to have an attractive potential between
components because this significantly increases comp
tional efficiency. To see this, consider the case in which
system is ordered, and hence contains domains of A an
Since we only have interactions~repulsive shoulder! between
unlike monomers, interactions within each domain are pur
hard-sphere interactions and proceed quickly. The only p
ticles to experience the more computationally expens
square-shoulder potential interactions are those at the in
face. If we were to have an attractive potential between l
components, the square–well interactions would ex

FIG. 1. Simulation structures forN520.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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throughout each domain, and even into the interface, wh
at least half of the interactions would have a square–w
component. From a physical perspective, the two sets of
tentials are roughly equivalent becausex, the parameter
which determines the phase behavior of the copolymers
the same for both. In addition to these advantages, hard-c
only potentials between like components offer the advant
that the chains do not experience thermal expansion.

B. DMD simulation algorithm

In a discontinuous molecular dynamics~DMD! simula-
tion, particles experience collisions when they hit a disc
tinuity in the potential. Between collisions, particles expe
ence linear trajectories, making the simulation techniq
faster than traditional molecular dynamics simulations wh
generally require a small integration time step. The postc
lision velocities can be found by solving the collision d
namics equations. In order to treat chains of beads ef
tively, Rapaport created bonds between beads by restric
the distance between adjacent beads to lie betweens and
s(11d).20 Bellemans later extended this model so that
distance between adjacent beads can lie betweens(1
2d/2) ands(11d/2), making the average bond lengths.21

We have developed a DMD code suitable for simulat
copolymers and any mixture of monomers, polymers, a
copolymers. This code was adapted from code originally
veloped by Smith and co-workers.22 It includes a search al
gorithm that allows the system to adjust its box length
three dimensions in order to accommodate ordered struct
that might form. It is also optimized to allow for the efficien
simulation of large multicomponent systems.

1. Box length search algorithm

Our DMD code includes an algorithm that adjusts t
box dimensions to accommodate different structures or st
tural spacings that might try to form over the course of
simulation. Ordered structures have periodic spacing in
least one dimension. Because the periodic spacing has a
ticular value which minimizes the free energy of the syste
the box length in the direction,k, of the periodic spacing
must be a multiple of that periodic spacing. If the b
lengths are incorrect, they can change not only the perio
spacing, but by increasing the free energy, can give erro
ous results as to which phase has the lowest free energy~e.g.,
cylinders instead of lamellae!. Therefore, it is important to
find the correct box lengths for the system. This is acco
plished by comparing the pressure in the three orthogo
directions. If the box length in thek direction is not long
enough, then the structure will be compressed in that di
tion, and the pressure in that direction will be higher than
would be if the box length were correct. If there is anoth
dimension,l, in the system without periodic spacing, then t
system will not tend to become compressed or stretche
that direction, and the pressure in that direction will be ind
pendent of the box length in that direction. So, if the pr
sures in directionsk and l are different, this tells us that th
system is either stretched or compressed, and that the
lengths should be changed in order to minimize the free
ergy of the system.
Downloaded 22 Feb 2008 to 152.1.209.194. Redistribution subject to AIP
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We have developed an algorithm to find the box leng
appropriate to a specific packing fraction. The algorith
searches for box lengths which maintain the packing fract
at a specific value, but equalize the pressure in the th
directions. Unfortunately, some structures~spheres, HPL,
and gyroid! have periodic spacing in all three direction
which means that the pressure algorithm, by itself, is ins
ficient to find the correct box lengths for these phases,
cause changing all three box lengths independently wo
require changing the packing fraction. Instead, in such ca
we use a box size that is sufficiently large that the system
reorient to vary the effective length of the unit cell. A larg
box size also allows the system to adjust the number of
peat units per box dimension.

The first step in the algorithm is to run the simulation
constant volume and calculate the reduced pressure in
direction using the virial theorem

Pk* 5
Pks

3

kBT
5

Nbs3

V
2

s3m(collr i jkDv jk

VkBTt
, ~3!

wherek is the direction (k5x, y, or z), kB is Boltzmann’s
constant,T is the temperature,Nb is the number of beads,V
is the volume,m is the mass of each segment,r i jk is the k
component of the distance between colliding particlesi andj,
Dv jk52Dv ik is thek component of the velocity change fo
the particlej, andt is the elapsed simulation time.

The second step is to compare the pressure in one d
tion, k, with the pressure in the other two directions. If th
pressure in one of these two directions, sayl, differs from the
pressure in thek direction,Pk* , by more thandPtol* , then the
box length in thel direction is changed accordingly. At th
same time, the box length in thek direction is changed to
maintain constant volume. The coordinates of all beads in
system are scaled up or down with the box lengths. The
of the box length change is restricted due to the disconti
ous nature of the potential and the bonding between s
ments. Excluded volume limits box compression, while t
maximum bond length limits box expansion. The box leng
adjustments are performed periodically until the new b
lengths have been achieved. These two steps are repe
periodically throughout the simulation until each box leng
fluctuates around a certain value.

The sensitivity of the box length search algorithm can
controlled by changing the algorithm parameters. By incre
ing the frequency of pressure checking, the system is quic
to respond to differences in pressure. By decreasing the
quency of pressure checking, the system is slower to
spond, but the volume fluctuates less due to better avera
in the virial sum. A similar effect can be achieved by adju
ing dPtol* . The two parameters~frequency and tolerance!
should generally be adjusted together, so that a higher to
ance is used when the frequency is higher.

One of the advantages of the box length search a
rithm is that box length fluctuations are suppressed~or mini-
mized!. This is important because large fluctuations wou
slow the search and complicate determination of the
point. Fluctuations are suppressed by ignoring pressure fl
tuations with amplitudes less thandPtol* or frequencies
greater than the frequency of pressure checking. Becaus
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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algorithm is not ‘‘distracted’’ by these fluctuations, it ca
direct the box lengths to their optimal values more e
ciently.

Other possible methods that could be used to find
appropriate box length are the hybrid DMD-MC consta
pressure algorithm developed by Wilson and Allen,23 and
used by Kenkare and co-workers,24 or the piston-like con-
stant pressure algorithm of Parrinello,25 which was used by
Murat and co-workers.17 The DMD-MC hybrid method in-
volves making random box length change attempts peri
cally throughout the simulation. These moves are accepte
rejected based on the change in potential energy that w
result if the move were accepted. Parrinello’s algorith
treats the simulation box like the chamber of a piston w
constant external pressure. If the pressure within the bo
different than the external pressure, an imaginary force
applied to the piston. This force accelerates the piston
cording to Newton’s second law, which can be integrated
time to regulate box length changes. Although these meth
are well suited to conducting constant pressure simulatio
they are not as efficient as our algorithm if the only purpo
is to find the appropriate box lengths. In fact, neither of th
other algorithms maintains the total volume of the system
a constant value during the simulation.

Finally, we should point out that the box length sear
algorithm described here is neither ergodic~like the hybrid
DMD-MC algorithm! nor dynamic ~like the piston algo-
rithm!. An ergodic algorithm must be reversible: At equilib
rium, the probability of the system going from state A
state B must be equal to the probability of going from state
to A. Our algorithm is designed to take the system from o
state to another and suppress fluctuations. If it goes f
state A to B, it is unlikely to go back to A. A dynamic algo
rithm must attempt to mimic the dynamics of a real syst
by responding to the forces according to the laws of phys
Our algorithm responds to forces in a heuristic way tha
different than the way that the laws of physics require. Ho
ever, since the box length search algorithm is not used
calculate any properties and is only used to adjust the sh
of the simulation box, the lack of ergodicity and dynami
does not adversely affect our results.

C. Relating simulation parameters to commonly
accepted polymer parameters

It is useful to be able to relate the parameters in
model to the parameters commonly used in polymer the
and experiment: the statistical segment length,a, the effec-
tive chain length for fluctuations,N̄, and the interaction
strength,x. This allows us to compare our results with th
oretical predictions and experimental results.

The statistical segment length,a, can be calculated in
terms of the simulation values forRg

athermal, the athermal ra-
dius of gyration in the melt, using the equation

~Rg
athermal!25

a2

6
N. ~4!

The effective copolymer length for fluctuations,N̄, is
chosen to be the Ginsburg parameter. The Ginsburg pa
Downloaded 22 Feb 2008 to 152.1.209.194. Redistribution subject to AIP
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eter is defined in terms of simulation values forRg
athermaland

rc , the copolymer number density, using the followin
equation:26

N̄[63
„~Rg

athermal!3rc…
2. ~5!

This effective length determines the impact of fluctuations
copolymer behavior in theories by Fredrickson and Helfa
and by Barrat and Fredrickson.

The interaction strength,x, can be calculated from

x[z„eAB2 1
2 ~eAA1eBB!…/kBT, ~6!

where z is the number of nonbonded neighbors within t
interaction distance,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the
temperature ande i j is the interaction energy between com
ponentsi andj. SinceeAA5eBB50 in our work, this formula
reduces tox5zeAB /kT, with z, the average number of non
bonded neighbors within the interaction range, 2s, coming
from our simulation data. Although Eq.~6! is only strictly
correct when the density is homogeneous~which is the case
for an incompressible system!, the total density in our simu-
lations is nearly homogeneous, except at strong segrega
which we discuss in Sec. IV A. The value ofz is nearly
proportional to density and is equivalent tozeff5wz8 in a
lattice simulation,13 wherez8 is the number of neighboring
lattice sites andw is the volume fraction of occupied sites
This equation forzeff does not apply for off-lattice simula
tions, so we must calculatezeff directly. Consequently ourx
is the equivalent of the latticexeff , defined in lattice simula-
tions as a function ofw and the AB interaction paramete
xAB5z8eAB /kT. In other words

xeff[wxAB ~7!

5wz8eAB /kT. ~8!

We will refer to it simply asx in the rest of the paper. We
shall see that using a density-dependentx allows us to more
effectively analyze density-dependent phenomena.

Values ofz, x, Rg
athermal, N̄ from our simulations at dif-

ferent packing fractions and chain lengths can be found
Table I. We also include the range of compressibility facto
Z at f 50.5, over the temperatures considered.

D. Simulation methods

We have performed simulations of copolymer cha
containing 10 and 20 beads at packing fractions,h, of 0.35,
0.40, and 0.45, whereh[pNbs3/6V, V is the volume, and
Nb is the number of beads in the system. The phase beha
and periodic spacing were recorded as a function of volu
fraction, f, packing fraction,h, and reduced temperature
T* [kBT/eAB . We started our simulations in a random co
figuration of 125~200 for 20-bead chains! chains at the de-
sired packing fraction with equal box lengths on all side
The temperature was set to a temperature at which we
pected a structure to form, and a simulation was perform
using the box length search algorithm described in S
II B 1. Once the algorithm converged~signaled by having
each box length fluctuate about a certain value!, we repli-
cated two copies of the unit subcell in every direction yie
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 22 Fe
TABLE I. Values ofz, x, Rg
athermal, a, N̄, andZ from our simulations at different packing fractions,h, and chain

lengths,N.

N h z x Rg
athermal a N̄ Z

10 0.35 19.54 19.54/T* 1.5408 1.1935 12.914 33–43
10 0.40 22.63 22.63/T* 1.5113 1.1706 15.020 46–51
10 0.45 25.82 25.82/T* 1.4828 1.1429 16.958 65–72
20 0.35 19.46 19.46/T* 2.3046 1.2623 36.150 59–66
20 0.40 22.56 22.56/T* 2.2629 1.2394 42.316 84–93
20 0.45 25.74 25.74/T* 2.2131 1.2122 46.863 119–130
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ing 1000~1600 for the 20-bead chains! chains, and continued
the simulation again using the box length search algorith
At the end of this process, ordered structures were obser
For example, lamellar structures formed containing t
lamellar repeat units~abab! and cylindrical systems forme
containing eight cylinders. Once the larger system reac
equilibrium, we stopped the box length search simulat
and started anNVT simulation so that we could collect dat
Average CPU time needed on our 600 MHz Alpha 211
included 13 h for the equilibration of the small systems,
days for equilibration of the large systems, and 30 h for
data collection for the large system at each state point.

The phase diagrams described in the next section w
created by performing the simulations described above o
a wide variety of temperatures and volume fractions. Te
perature sweeps were conducted by starting at low temp
ture and then increasing the temperature. Volume frac
sweeps were conducted by starting at a volume fraction
0.5 and then decreasing it by reassigning components to
ferent beads.

E. Calculation of free energy and entropy

We have used the expanded ensemble technique,EVA-

LENCH ~expanded variable-length chain method!, developed
by Escobedo and de Pablo, to calculate the chemical po
tial of our copolymer molecules. A detailed description of t
expanded ensemble technique can be found in Refs. 19
27. Here, we present a brief overview.

The EVALENCH algorithm is similar in concept to the
Widom insertion method,28 except that a molecule is inserte
and deleted in pieces~two beads at a time! during the simu-
lation. These insertions and deletions are accepted with t
sition probability dictated by the weighted Metropolis crit
ria

Pi→ j5min@1,exp~2DUi→ j /kT!wi /wj #, ~9!

whereUi→ j is the change in energy associated with go
from statei to statej ~such as from 0 beads to 2 beads!, and
wi is the weight assigned to statei. The weights are adjuste
so that the probability,Pi , that the system is in statei is
approximately equal for all states. This allows the system
move more freely between the different states and impro
the sampling of the algorithm.

The excess chemical potential~relative to the ideal gas!
of the whole molecule is the sum of contributions to t
excess chemical potentials associated with inserting the v
b 2008 to 152.1.209.194. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ous parts of the molecule. The excess chemical potential c
tribution for going from statei to statei 11 is

m i→ i 11 /kT5 lnS wi Pi 11

Piwi 11
D . ~10!

The excess chemical potential of the whole molecule is t

mex/kT5 lnS w0PN

P0wN
D , ~11!

where statesi 50 and i 5N are completely deleted and in
serted molecules, respectively.

During our molecular dynamics simulation, we period
cally performEVALENCH bead insertions and deletions wit
continuum configurational bias,29,30which improves the sam
pling slightly by reducing the number of states which mu
be visited by the algorithm. We use the resulting chemi
potential to calculate the free energy,Aex/nkT, of the system

Aex/nkT5mex/kT2Z, ~12!

whereZ[PV/nkBT is the compressibility factor of the sys
tem, andn is the number of copolymer molecules. We c
then calculate the entropy,S/nk, of the system

S/nk5A/nkT2U/nkT, ~13!

whereU is the internal energy of the system.

III. PHASE DIAGRAMS

Using the simulation technique described in Sec. II,
first focused on the order-disorder transition for symme
block copolymers. We located (xN)ODT by finding the tem-
perature at which a lamellar system undergoes a phase
sition to a disordered state. Figure 2 is a graph of (xN)ODT

versusN̄ which compares our simulation results forN510
and 20, andh50.35, 0.40, and 0.45 to various theoretic
results. Our simulation results for (xN)ODT for the 10-bead
chains are lower than the predictions of Fredrickson a
Helfand. Instead of showing a monotonic trend withh, the
(xN)ODT values are all the same within their error bars. O
simulation results for (xN)ODT for the 20-bead chains ar
slightly higher than the predictions of Fredrickson a
Helfand, and are similar in magnitude to our own results
shorter chains. They do, however seem to decrease slig
with increasingh and N̄. We do not know the reason wh
the (xN)ODT values for the 10- and 20-bead chains are
sentially the same since the theories of Fredrickson
Helfand and of Barrat and Fredrickson both predict th
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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(xN)ODT should decrease with increasing chain length. Ho
ever, since neither theory is appropriate for chains as sho
N520, the lack of agreement may not be too surprising. O
results can also be compared to those from lattice Mo
Carlo simulations. Besold and co-workers used lattice Mo
Carlo to look at the order–disorder transition for symmet
chains of length 30 and found (xN)ODT'2314, which is only
slightly lower than our values of (xN)ODT for chains of
length 10 and 20. Larson also used lattice Monte Carlo
examine the order–disorder transition, but included selec
solvents in his system that suppressed the disordered p
Accordingly, his values of (xN)ODT are consistently lower
than those we see in our simulations.

By expanding our simulation parameter space to inclu
asymmetric copolymers, we were able to construct ph
diagrams showing disordered, lamellar, perforated lame
cylindrical and bcc spherical structures. Figure 3 display
resulting phase diagrams, plotted inxN versusf space for
packing fractionsh5 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45 and chain lengt
N510 andN520. The phase diagrams show that a dir
phase transition occurs between a disordered phase a
lamellar phase atf 50.5. For moderately asymmetric co
polymers (f 5 0.3, 0.4!, a perforated lamellar~PL! phase is
stable below the lamellar phase. For more asymmetric
polymers (f <0.3), cylinders are stable between the lame
phases and disorder~except atN510, f 50.3, andh50.35
and 0.40!. For highly asymmetric copolymers (f 50.1), N
520, andh50.40 and 0.45, bcc spheres form between
cylindrical and disordered phases. We found that the ord
disorder and lamellae–PL transitions are reversible, w
the other order–order transitions~cylinders–bcc, PL–
cylinders, lamellae–cylinders! are only observed during
heating.

It is of interest to compare our results to other simulat
results and to theoretical predictions. The phase diagram
consistent with Groot and Madden’s simulation study of 1
bead chains using dissipative particle dynamics.18 They
found lamellar, perforated lamellar, cylindrical, and b

FIG. 2. (xN)ODT for symmetric copolymers as a function ofN̄. Solid lines
are the theoretical predictions by Liebler~Ref. 2!, Matsen and Bates~Ref.
7!, Fredrickson and Helfand~Ref. 3!, and Barrat and Fredrickson~Ref. 4!.
Open symbols indicate our simulation results.
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spherical phases in regions ofxN versusf space similar to
those observed by us, although their study did not cove
many values ofxN, f, or h as ours. The phase diagrams a
generally in agreement with Matsen and Bates’ SC
results,7 except that our (xN)ODT values are shifted to highe
values ofxN. The phase boundaries above our (xN)ODT are
qualitatively similar to those predicted by SCFT, but the v
ues for (xN)ODT are higher than theoretical predictions. A
other difference between our phase diagrams and theore
predictions is that we observe the perforated lamellar~PL!
phase between the cylindrical and lamellar phases af
>0.3, whereas SCFT theory predicts the PL phase to
unstable in this region.7 Contrary to those predictions, som
experimental studies of copolymers have found the PL ph
to be stable~and thermoreversible! in this region.31,32 These
experimental results are more consistent with our simula
results. Another experimental study found the PL phase to
a metastable phase.33

There are a number of possible explanations for the l
of a gyroid phase in our simulations. The gyroid phase
predicted to be stable in the weak segregation regime,
because the ODT is shifted to higher values ofxN, we don’t
really have a weak segregation regime. While the gyr
phase is also predicted to be stable in the intermediate
regation regime~ISR!, we were limited to discrete values o
f ~the number of A beads must be an integer! where the
gyroid phase is not predicted to be stable. It is also poss
that the gyroid phase does not form in our simulations
cause our box length search algorithm fails to find the ri
box lengths, causing the PL phase to form instead. To
this, we ran our simulations with 3200 chains for long tim
near regions of predicted gyroid stability. These syste
should have been large enough for the gyroid phase to f
without feeling the finite size of the box, but no gyroid stru
tures appeared.

We should also emphasize that the perforations in
perforated lamellar phase are not always hexagonally spa
While mean-field theories have predicted that the hexa
nally perforated lamellae~HPL! phase is not stable, thes
theories have been unable to treat structures with disord
perforations such as those that we see in our simulations
f 50.4, the perforations are small and transient and do
seem to have an effective repulsive interaction between th
~two perforations often appear next to each other!, so that the
perforations are not ordered in any way. The lack of the
phase in theoretical phase diagrams could be caused by
inability to handle such disordered structures. At volum
fractions of f 50.3, the perforations are larger, more stab
appear to repel one another and are ordered~the box was
often not large enough to allow perfect hexagonal spacin
form!.

At strong segregation~high values ofxN) and low vol-
ume fractions (f 5 0.1 and 0.2!, our simulations have pro
duced both lamellar~or perforated lamellar! and cylindrical
phases, depending on the initial conditions, at the same t
perature. Using the expanded ensemble techniq
EVALENCH,19 to compare the free energies of the vario
phases, we found that the lamellar and PL phases are m
stable compared to the cylindrical phase over a small ra
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Simulation phase diagrams for chain lengths
and 20 and packing fractions 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45 inxN
vs f space. Regions of disorder, lamellae, cylinders, p
forated lamellae~PL!, and bcc spheres are shown.
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of xN. For example, the PL phase was present but m
stable atN510, f 50.1 and 0.2, andh50.35 and 0.40. The
PL phase was also present at the same conditions and p
ing fraction 0.45, but the expanded ensemble techni
failed to provide accurate enough values of the free energ
determine the relative stability of the PL and cylindric
phases. In this case we have plotted the PL as being stab
our phase diagram, although the cylinders might be m
stable.

Another interesting aspect of our phase diagram is
the metastable cylinders at strong segregation develop
elongated cross section~shown in Fig. 4! similar to those
postulated by Burger and co-workers for ‘‘super’’-strong
segregated copolymers.34 We believe our cylinders develo
elongated cross sections due to the non-Gaussian stretc
of our short chains rather than because of some effect in
sic to having high values ofxN. While the Gaussian stretch
ing assumption used in most theoretical treatments of
polymers is valid for experimental copolymers (N@1000),
the assumption is not as good for short chains. For insta
in Fig. 4, the minority component occupies only two bea
along the chain, which means that it cannot stretch m
beyond its ‘‘Gaussian’’ conformation. Therefore, in order
increase the size of the cylinders~in order to minimize the
Downloaded 22 Feb 2008 to 152.1.209.194. Redistribution subject to AIP
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interfacial area! asxN increases, the cylinders must adopt
elongated cross section. At the same time, the majority bl
~with 8 beads!, is much easier to stretch. This unbalanc
stretching leads to an effect similar to conformational asy
metry (aA,aB), which would cause the phase diagram to
shifted to the left.35,36This explains why our phase diagram
are shifted to the left~lower values off ) in the SSR relative
to theoretical predictions.

IV. PROPERTIES OF SYMMETRIC COPOLYMER
STRUCTURE

A. Periodic spacing

In this section we report the periodic spacing,d, of the
lamellar structures described in Sec. III. We examine
variation of the periodic spacing withxN, and compare the
results with SCFT and with Barrat and Fredrickson’s fluctu
tion theory. The periodic spacing is calculated by dividi
the box length by the number of repeat units in that directi

Theoretical predictions of periodic spacing behav
can be compared to one another and to simulation res
by expressing them in terms similar to Banaszak a
Whitmore’s prediction11 @We have compared our results wit
Banaszak and Whitmore’s results for slightly selective s
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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vent ~their ‘‘model System’’! rather than with Whitmore and
Noolandi’s8 results for neutral solvent because Banaszak
Whitmore11 reported that the selective solvent results w
more accurate and that no differences between selective
neutral solvent spacing behavior were observed using
more accurate algorithm.#,

d/a}xpNqfc
r , ~14!

where fc is the volume fraction of neutral solvent. Man
theories predict that the scaling powers,p and q should be
constant. In contrast, SCFT predicts thatp andq depend on
xN, solvent volume fraction, and the type of structure.
plotting the spacing versus interaction strength on a log–
graph at constanth and N, we can determine the effectiv
values of the exponentp from our simulations.

Because we have conducted simulations at differ
packing fractions, we can also examine the effect of pack
fraction on spacing. We do this in Fig. 5 by plottingd/aN0.5

versusxN for a lamellar structure atf 50.5, h50.35, 0.40
and 0.45 and chain lengthsN510 and 20. We have als
included results from Matsen’s SCFT and Barrat and F
drickson’s fluctuation theory for comparison.7,4 The periodic
spacing from our simulations is consistently higher than
SCFT predictions, although agreement does improve w
chain length. The simulation values ofp determined from
Fig. 5 are tabulated in Table II, and indicate that, at least
the short chain lengths studied here,p increases slightly with
N. This increase inp can be attributed to the non-Gaussi
stretching penalties, which are greater for shorter chains.
magnitude of ourp values is consistent with the SSR pred
tions of Banaszak and Whitmore, who found thatp varied
from 0.2 in the SSR to 0.5 in the WSR. At low values ofxN,
Barrat and Fredrickson’s predicted spacing is very close
the SCFT results, but deviate from SCFT results asxN in-
creases, resulting in a higher value ofp, which is inconsistent
with our own results for short chains.

FIG. 4. Elongated cylinders at ‘‘super-strong’’ segregation forh50.40, f
50.2, andxN5226. Only the minority component is shown.
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Figure 5 suggests that the spacing near the ODT~low
values ofxN) is unaffected by differences in packing fra
tion (r'0), although the scaling~with x) of the spacing
increases slightly with increasing packing fraction at hi
values ofxN, resulting in different spacings (r .0). These
results seem reasonable when we recognize that a pos
value for r indicates a failure of the dilution approximation
The dilution approximation says that solvent particles~or
vacancies! distribute themselves evenly throughout the stru
ture, serving only to screen the unfavorable interactions
the interface. In our system, the voids between particles
like a neutral ‘‘solvent;’’ they occupy volume, but do no
interact with either component. At low values ofxN, there is
not much segregation of the solvent at any packing fracti
so the dilution approximation should be reasonable. Ho
ever, asx increases the solvent is pulled to the interface
order to screen the interactions at the interface more ef
tively. This is much easier to accomplish at lower densit
than at higher densities, so that the polymers do not hav
stretch as much to lower the internal energy. This results
different densities having different spacings at high values
xN and hence a positiver. Contrary to our simulation re-
sults, Whitmore and Banaszak reported no change in the
riodic spacing with solvent concentration, at constantxABwN
@which is equivalent to ourxN as indicated in Eq.~7!#. How-
ever, because they variedxAB separately fromw in coming
to this conclusion, any changes due solely to concentra
would be difficult to distinguish from changes due to ourx.

Although Murat and co-workers examined the structu
spacing of the lamellar structures in their simulations of sy

FIG. 5. Graph ofd/aN0.5 vs xN at f 50.5 for different packing fractions
and chain lengths. Open symbols correspond toN510 systems and closed
symbols correspond toN520 systems. Results from Matsen and Bates’ se
consistent theory~Ref. 37! and Barrat and Fredrickson’s fluctuation theo
~Ref. 4! are also displayed.
TABLE II. Values of p for lamellar structures at different values ofN andh.

N 10 20

h 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.35 0.40 0.45
p 0.19 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.23
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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metric copolymers, they did not examine the variation of
structural spacing with interaction strength.17 However, by
reanalyzing their data~plotting ln d versus lne), we find that
p'0.12 for their data on chains containing 40 to 200 bea
The reason for their low values is unclear.

B. Internal energy of symmetric copolymer structures

In this section we report values for the internal energy
symmetric copolymer structures obtained from our simu
tions. We have determined the internal energy directly fr
the simulation.

We plot the internal energy,U/nkT versusxN for sym-
metric copolymers atN510 and 20 andh50.35, 0.40, and
0.45 in Fig. 6. The order–disorder transition is indicated b
discontinuity in the data atxN'23; the disordered phas
lies to the left of the discontinuity and the lamellar phase l
to the right. Simulations of disordered structures were o
performed for the low packing fraction (h50.35) systems.
For disordered structures near the ODT, long simulat
times and large simulation boxes were necessary~twice the
normal size! because the concentration fluctuations hav
long correlation length. However, we expect that the res
would be independent of packing fraction since the dilut
approximation is valid at these low levels of segregation.
have also plotted Matsen’s SCFT results for comparison

The internal energy per chain of the ordered lamellae
consistently higher than that predicted by theory, but ha
similar slope. The 20-bead chains have a lower internal
ergy per chain than the 10-bead chains, in closer agreem
with theory. Preliminary data indicate that concentrati
fluctuations are responsible for the large difference betw
theory and simulation. More details on these fluctuations w
be included in a later paper.

The effect of packing fraction on internal energy at lo
segregations is small, consistent with the dilution approxim
tion. However, as the segregation increases, the interna
ergy is higher for higher packing fractions. This is consist
with solvent segregation, which screens the interaction

FIG. 6. Graph ofU/nkT vs xN at f 50.5 for different packing fractions and
chain lengths. Symbols are the same as those plotted in Fig. 5. Results
Matsen and Bates’ SCFT~Ref. 7! are also displayed.
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the interface more effectively when the packing fraction
low.

The simulation results for disordered structures are m
consistent with theoretical predictions than for ordered str
tures. The data show near-quantitative agreement with m
field theory at very low segregations (xN,5). At higher
segregations@5,xN,(xN)ODT#, the internal energy de
creases relative to the mean-field prediction, and contin
deviating until the transition occurs. This decrease is con
tent with fluctuation theories, which predict that concent
tion fluctuations form in the disordered morphology at se
regations near the ODT. These fluctuations lower the f
energy of the disordered state by decreasing the interna
ergy below the mean-field prediction. Our result that the
ternal energy of the disordered state for 20-bead chain
lower than that for 10-bead chains contradicts fluctuat
theories, which predict that the concentration fluctuations
suppressed as the chain length increases.

C. Entropy of symmetric copolymer structures

In this section we report values for the entropy of sy
metric copolymer structures obtained from our simulatio
We have determined the entropy using the expanded
semble method described in Sec. II E.

We plot the entropy relative to the homogeneous dis
dered state, (S2S0)/nk versusxN in Fig. 7 for symmetric
copolymers atN510 andh50.35 and 0.40, and atN520
and h50.35. The error bars on our entropy values are
proximately the same size as the symbols. The ord
disorder transition is indicated by a discontinuity in the da
at xN'23; the disordered phase lies to the left of the d
continuity and the lamellar phase lies to the right.

The entropy of the ordered lamellae is slightly high
than SCFT predictions. The entropy for the two packing fra
tions atN510 are indistinguishable within their error ba
for all values ofxN we examined. This suggests that a
though the periodic spacing decreases with solvent segr
tion, the effect on the entropy is much less significant th
the effect on the internal energy~see Fig. 6!. The entropy for

om
FIG. 7. Graph ofS/nk vs xN at f 50.5 for different packing fractions and
chain lengths. Symbols are the same as those plotted in Fig. 5. Results
Matsen and Bates’ SCFT~Ref. 7! are also displayed.
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N520 is indistinguishable from theN510 entropy for weak
and moderate segregations (xN,40). In this region, the
agreement with SCFT does not improve with increas
chain length. At strong segregations (xN.50), the entropy
for N520 deviates from the entropy of the 10-bead cha
because these shorter chains begin to experience
Gaussian stretching. This can be verified by comparing F
5 and 7. The spacing forN520 increases more rapidly tha
for N510, while the entropy increases more slowly.

V. SUMMARY

We have performed discontinuous molecular dynam
simulations of copolymers of varying chain length and v
ume fraction at different values ofx and different packing
fractions. We have used these simulations to locate (xN)ODT

for symmetric copolymers. Our values of (xN)ODT are of the
order of magnitude predicted by theory, but do not ag
quantitatively with it. The phase diagrams inxN versusf
space are the most complete block copolymer simula
phase diagrams to date, are in agreement with other sim
tion results, and are qualitatively consistent with theoreti
predictions. While the weak segregation regime is not acc
sible, the order–order transitions are consistent with the
We do not see a gyroid phase, but instead see perfor
lamellar structures near regions of predicted gyroid stabi
Differences between theoretical predictions and our sim
tion results can be explained in part by the chain leng
considered here, which are much shorter than any consid
by theories. Our short chains not only experience fluctua
effects at weak segregation but also experience non-Gau
stretching effects at strong segregation. Our results for lon
chains show better agreement with theory.

We have also examined the properties of the symme
copolymer systems, including the periodic spacing, inter
energy and entropy. We found that the spacing scalesd
}x0.2 with slightly higher values of exponents for long
chain lengths and higher packing fractions. These results
in agreement with the SCFT results of Banaszak and W
more in the SSR. The magnitude of the spacing is hig
than that predicted by theory, but agreement with theory
proves for the longer chains. Similarly, the internal energy
the lamellae is higher than that predicted by theory,
agreement with theory also improves with chain length. T
internal energy at strong segregation increases with pac
fraction due to solvent segregation. The internal energy
the disordered lamellae is lower than that predicted by SC
and decreases with chain length. The entropy of the symm
ric copolymers is higher than SCFT predictions and indep
dent of chain length and packing fraction except at high s
regations where the shorter chains experience non-Gau
stretching.

We hope that the results presented in this paper aid in
development of theories of block copolymer phase beha
that are better able to account for the effects of finite ch
length.
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